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YOM KIPPUR 5774 
 

My mother in law often reminisces about her youth growing up in a very 
Jewish neighborhood outside of Toronto, and her parents and all the families 
around them kept strictly kosher. Of course, she tells me,  You kept the meat 
strictly separated from the dairy, and you most certainly never even had a 
stick of gum during Pesach! But, Sunday nights, all of these families went 
out to…you guessed it…the local Chinese restaurant…and ate traif galore! 
Now I imagine this scenario might be familiar to some of you.  And you also 
might be asking yourself….rabbi, why are you torturing us? Why do you 
insist on talking about food on YOM KIPPUR…and not only food, but the 
most delicious food of all- Chinese food! 
 
Well of course it is precisely because of our fast that I bring up food today. 
Our fast today is so powerful because it forces us to examine the role of food 
in our lives. Our three square meals, and if you are like me, many snacks per 
day, are a staple in our lives, that we are so blessed to have.  So today, when 
we abstain from eating, is the perfect time to really think about the pivotal 
(and potentially transformative) role food plays in our lives.  Because the 
food we buy and the food we eat says a lot about who we are. 
 
The seeming paradox of the observant Jews eating kung pao shrimp at the 
local Chinese restaurant is actually a very fitting symbol of today’s Jew. 
Ever since the Enlightenment, Jews have been trying to balance our 
traditions with the challenges and temptations of the greater society.  
I recently read a book called Sacred Table-which is a compilation of articles 
discussing the creation of a Jewish food ethic- edited by Rabbi Mary 
Zamore. The name sacred table is so fitting because after the second Temple 
was destroyed, the rabbis designated the family table to become a miniature 
mikdash- a personal altar on which to give offerings of thanks to God, 
beginning with bread and with wine. What does YOUR table say about your 
relationship with God, and with the Jewish people?    
 
When my family lived in Syracuse, my parents sent my older sister and 
brother to the local day school. My sister, a precocious and bright first 
grader, came home one day and said to my parents, “Rabbi Rappaport said 
Jews aren’t supposed to eat bacon and shrimp.  If we are Jewish, why do we 
have bacon for breakfast?”  Well, there are a few approaches my parents 
could’ve taken here- they could’ve said, yes, being Jewish is important to us, 
that is why we are sending you to day school…but keeping kosher is no 
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longer a relevant part of our Jewish identities.  Instead, they realized that 
they were sending their kids to a traditional day school and making Jewish 
education a priority- and that their lives should reflect this decision.   
 
Needless to say, they called Rabbi Rappaport that day and he gladly came 
and blowtorched the kitchen, turning their den of traif iniquity into a kosher 
kitchen, and 35 years later, my parents never again had pork or shellfish in 
their house.  I love that my parents took this stand and made our 
house…special.  It made us…different, and definitely set apart from the 
larger community. From this I soon learned that being different…was 
important. 
 
Fast forward ten years later, when we moved to Huntsville, Alabama.  
Alabama is what we call…the traif capital of the USA.  Literally, everything 
has bacon. Things you never imagined had bacon, like ice cream, we got in 
the habit of asking- is there bacon in that? Because we were 2 hours from the 
nearest kosher butcher, we no longer had a strictly kosher kitchen. But still, 
you never saw pork, or shellfish, or chicken parmesan in our house.  And 
this made a huge impression on me.  
 
Every time we ate out- and we have always been a family that eats out…a 
lot…every decision we made, either at the local thai restaurant, or even at 
the local barbecue joint- was Jewish.  We would scan the menus, finding the 
things we can eat, asking about how certain foods are made, so that we could 
then determine our choices.  
 
But you might be saying to yourself- rabbi- you might CALL that “keeping 
kosher”. But my bubbe would NOT call that “keeping kosher”.  So if you 
aren’t going to go the “whole hog” so to speak, and eat kosher meat and 
keep a strict distinction between dairy and meat meals…what’s the point? 
Why bother? 
 
Keeping kosher does NOT have to be a black and white, all-or-nothing 
issue. WE as modern, fully acculturated members of society have to make 
decisions about how to live our lives each and every day as Jews- and THIS 
is the challenge and the great opportunity and responsibility of being 
progressive Jews today. Making these decisions in a thoughtful and 
conscientious way will keep our connection to Judaism alive.  
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Food has been central to our tradition from the time of the very first Jew, 
Abraham.  We find Abraham sitting at the entrance of his tent, at the age of 
99, having just entered into the brit, the covenant, with God. And what is his 
very first act as a  fully-fledged Jew? He invites travelers into his tent to 
enjoy a meal. 
 
Ever since this inaugural Jewish meal, our tradition has taught us that eating 
matters. In fact, our Talmudi teaches us that while animals greedily devour 
their food, we as Jews are commanded to linger over our meals. Why?  To 
invite God in. 
 
For those of you might be struggling with the relevance of this issue, let me 
ask you: Do you eat Challah on Shabbat or holidays? Are you concerned 
about the impact that food production has on the environment? Are you a 
vegetarian? Do you enjoy creating holiday meals, using family recipes? Are 
you fasting today? Are you concerned about the rights of the workers who 
produce our food? Do you refrain from eating bread on Passover? Are you 
concerned about treating animals kindly? Do you emphasize healthy food in 
your diet? Do you eat organic food? Do you shop at the local food co-op? 
Do you contribute money or food to help feed the hungry? 
 
These are ALL Jewish approaches to eating- and should be supported and 
acknowledged as such.  
 
Because, as Rabbi Eric Yoffie writes, “We understand now, as we did not a 
century ago – that Jewish eating has a profoundly ethical dimension. We 
now know that God cares what we eat, and that eating can be an entrance to 
holiness. We now see that when we eat with mindfulness, even the humblest 
meal can become a sacred act.” 
 
For those of you who do find Koshrut to be relevant in your lives, I 
challenge you to think beyond even traditional definitions of koshrut to 
incorporate not only halacha, Jewish law, but also  ethical and environmental 
concerns into your decision making.  
 
It all comes down to the very meaning of the word kosher, which literally 
means  “fitting” and “proper.” You probably remember what happened in 
2008, when US Immigration agents arrested 390 workers  employed by the 
country’s largest kosher meat packing plant- Agripocessors- in Postville, 
Iowa.  This was the largest slaughterer of kosher meat in the country, but the 
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treatment of its workers was cited as medieval- with child labor and 
appalling sanitary conditions and abuse of all kindsii…” In addition to the 
terrible treatment of the workers, the animals were also not experiencing the 
quick, painless death that is the whole reason behind the practice of kosher 
slaughter”. 
 
What did this shocking news story teach us?  That being strictly kosher is 
NOT enough- If we are not treating  workers with respect, and not giving the 
animals we eat both the life and the death they deserve, then this is not 
“kosher”. Today, we have options about how to bring koshrut into our lives- 
and learning about and exercising these options is one of the most 
challenging and rewarding aspects of being a Jew today. 
 
So how do we follow the mitzvot of koshrut, while also making decisions 
that are good for workers and for the environment? In 2008, a commission 
was formed by prominent leaders of our Conservative Movement to develop 
and apply a set of standards that would certify that kosher food 
manufacturers in the US operate according to Jewish ethics and social 
values- this is called Magen Tzedek- “An ethical certification for Kosher 
food”. 
 
Also, many independent farmers are beginning to produce kosher meat with 
ethical conditions for both the workers and the animals themselves. One 
farm, called,  “kosher conscious,” sold its first organic, free- range kosher 
turkeys for thanksgiving in 2007.iii” Other examples include “mitzvah 
meat” which sells kosher, ethically raised and slaughtered, grass-fed meat 
from local NY farms, and “KOL”, which stands for Kosher, organic, local” 
with an emphasis on humane treatment for both animals and humans. 
These pioneering farmers are promoting the trendy messages we hear today 
about the importance of eating organic, healthy, local food - that are actually 
in line with traditional Jewish values. In fact, the Babylonian Talmud 
records that during the 4th century, Rav Chisda and Rav Papa discuss the 
imperative to eat food and consume beverages that are produced locally and 
need fewer resources over those that must travel further from their point of 
origin…iv” These rabbis might have been the very first “locavores!” 
 
So, supporting the local food co-op here in Gloversville is supporting Jewish 
values!  And treating our bodies like a temple is actually a Jewish value- 
called shmirat haguf- guarding our bodies- as God created our bodies, our 
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decisions to eat better and to support local, healthier food options is another 
way to strengthen our Jewish identity. 
 
Eating in this way can be more expensive- and it’s not always practical.  It 
might mean shifting around some of our priorities- a little more money spent 
food grown locally, a little less on processed foods. Even the act of having 
these conversations ABOUT these decisions can be transformative- when 
our kids and grandkids see us at the grocery store, comparing free-range 
chicken to the cheaper chicken, this leads to a conversation about the Jewish 
value of treating animals with respect, and remembering where our food 
ultimately comes from.  These are Jewish conversations, and they are 
important. 
 
Every society has specific rules about the way we eat that we all follow.  So 
“which community’s rules about eating do you wish to accept?” Eating is a 
major way we spend our time and focus.  I don’t think my father is the only 
one who, in the middle of lunch will often ask, so what are we doing for 
dinner?  So the question is -how can we transform this major part of our 
lives  into something meaningful? 
 
Our tradition teaches us that we shouldn’t be gluttonous, but we should 
enjoy the delicious bounty of the world.  Judaism gives us the tools to 
balance these values. Discipline is not a dirty word- it is a way to enhance 
our lives. If we could have everything, at any time- we would appreciate 
everything less.  Boundaries help us live our lives better.  Discipline informs 
our lives, and this is the reason and the lesson behind many of our mitzvot 
such as  those outlining koshrut.  
 
The traditional laws of kashrut are complicated,  and  our system of kashrut 
has been continually evolving throughout our history. …. In one midrash, a 
rabbi even has the chutzpah to ask, “What does God care whether we kill an 
animal this way or that?  Our sages answer- the purpose of these laws is not 
for the sake of the animals- its for the sake of the people- to help us 
remember our humanity….to help us remember what God requires of us.  
 
And what does God require of us?  To approach the table each day with an 
awesome feeling of gratitude and humility.v  Because it’s not only about 
what we eat- it’s how we eat it. Every time we make a decision that reflects 
our Jewish values, every time we thank God for the bounty in front of us, is 
like a “a mini-shabbat” when we take a moment to live in holinessvi. We are 
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connecting to our heritage in a way that feels authentic and personal and 
taking time out of our day to connect with our values and to Jews 
everywhere. 
 
You might not feel especially “spiritual” every time you make an eating 
decision based on Jewish values but, as my esteemed teacher Dr. Rabbi 
Eugene Borowitz says, Every time I choose a kosher item on the mcdonalds 
menu and say a bracha “I make no claim that every time I follow this ritual I 
encounter the Transcendant- but even though it does not happen every time 
does not mean it never happens.”  
 
In Leviticus, we find at the end of the list of animals that are permitted and 
prohibited, the phrase “you shall sanctify yourselves and be holy.” These 
eating practices identified those who observed them as belonging to the 
covenant community that had set itself apart from other communities to 
serve God.” 
 
We are different- and that’s okay. The rules of kashrut were meant to set us 
apart as a distinct people- to keep us together, to keep us bonded as a 
community- and at this time, when we are so acculturated- this is when 
setting ourselves a little aside is the most important.  Part of the very 
definition of being Jewish is about being different- after all, we were set 
apart by God, not to be better then other people, but to be a light onto the 
nations.  
 
As Rabbi Peter Knobel writes, “now that we are fully integrated into 
Western society, we need concrete ways to strengthen our identity. Abraham 
Joshua Heschel said about his marching with MLK Jr that his feet were 
praying. Kashrut, however defined but taken seriously, means that our 
stomachs will be praying, and we will feel our Jewish identities in our 
kishkes.” 
 
During this time when we have so much freedom to be Jewish, finding a 
personal connection to koshrut can help us engage with our tradition and to 
show respect for our past, and to teach our history to our children, WITH 
EVERY MEAL WE EAT.  
 
May our fast today help us become conscious of the role food plays in our 
life, and its vital connection to our values and to our traditions. As Moses 
teaches us, “This commandment which I enjoin upon you this day is not too 
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difficult for you, nor is it beyond your reach. It is not in the heavens.... 
Neither is it beyond the sea.... No, it is very close to you, in your mouth and 
in your heart for you to observe it.” (Deuteronomy 30:11) 
 
May you all have a meaningful fast and a powerful day of reflection. Gmar 
chatimah tovah. 
                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 


